
We argue for the inclusion of information structure (IS) features in the syntactic derivation (cf.
Rizzi 1997; López 2009), using new data from the ‘Subpart of Focus Fronting’ (SFF) phenomenon
in German. This is in contrast with Fanselow & Lenertová (F&L 2011), who claim that SFF
represents optional movement that can only be explained by recourse to prosody (cf. Szendrői
2001, a.o.). However, when López (2009)’s discourse subordination test for topichood is applied to
the data, the optionality vanishes: SFF is only possible in topic (‘discourse anaphora’) contexts.
This undermines the evidence for the optionality of SFF and implies that IS features must in fact
be present in the derivation.

In SFF, the first stressed phrase of a sentence- or predicate-focus (i.e. an answer to ‘What hap-
pened’) may undergo fronting to Spec-CP (in 1c, die Flinte ‘the gun’). Crucially, the second
stressed phrase ins korn ‘into the grain’ may not. F&L argue that SFF is syntactic movement, but
it cannot be due to a focus feature, because the whole sentence is under focus, not just die Flinte.
Instead, they propose an ‘Early Accentuation’ operation that linearizes phrases immediately fol-
lowing Merge; then, an optional unselective edge feature on C only allows the most local stressed
phrase as its specifier.

(1) (a) A: What happened?/What did he do?

(b) Er

he
hat

has
die

the
Flinte

gun
ins

into-the
KORN

grain
geworfen.

thrown

B: ‘He has given up.’ (Fanselow & Lenertová 2011: 179) German

(c) B: [Die Flinte]i hat er ti ins KORN geworfen.
(d) B: #[Ins KORN]i hat er die Flinte ti geworfen.

It is well established, however, that a simple Question-Answer paradigm is not a sufficient control
for context (cf. Tonhauser & Matthewson 2015). Instead, we claim that the discourse subordination
test from Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (Asher & Vieu 2005) is necessary to diagnose
topic movement. In this test, sentences can be linked via coordination of separate events (e.g. ‘X
happened. Then, Y’) or subordination, in which one event is elaborated upon (e.g. ‘X happened.
As a result Y’). López (2009) demonstrates that topic-movement (‘discourse anaphora’) in Catalán
is only licensed in discourse subordination contexts. We present data from two native speakers of
Catalán that establish that the test used by F&L (‘What happened’) is transparent to discourse
relations: topic-movement (clitic right-dislocation of el cafè) is only felicitous in subordination
contexts, even if ‘What happened’ intervenes (3d). This shows that F&L’s context is insufficient
to control for discourse relations.

(2) (a) A: First, the cafe was renamed. Then, it moved.

(b) B: Què va passar? ‘What happened?’ (cf. ‘What happened next?’)

(c) El

the
cafè

cafe
va

past.3sg
tancar.

close.part

A: ‘The cafe closed.’ [Discourse Coordination with (a)] Catalán

(d) A: #Es va tancar, el cafè.

(3) (a) A: Paolo stopped working at the cafe.

(b) B: Què va passar? ‘What happened?’ (cf. ‘What happened as a result?’)

(c) A: #El cafè va tancar. [Discourse Subordination with (a)]
(d) A: Es va tancar, el cafè. ‘It closed, the cafe.’ Catalán
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